
Orchestrating  
aligner treatments



Regain Independence 
Choose the treatment planning software you prefer
Simply upload the STL files into our secured iNCLOUD

Establish your own marketplace
Create a network of practitioners you work with to produce their aligners.
iNPLAN fosters collaboration, allowing you to orchestrate production 
workflow with other practices..

platform is the key for orthodontists 

who want to create their own 

brand and regain independence 

by producing aligners in-office. 

iNPLAN enables optimization 

of aligners production and gives 

each of the practice stakeholders 

a real-time vision of the workflow.
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At the pace of the treatment plan
iNPLAN gives you a complete overview of individual 
patients’ treatment plans and guides production of the correct 
number of aligners for the next appointment. 

Empower your teams
From 3D printing to labelling, 
teams have a real-time view 
of the complete workflow, allowing 
them to organize their activity and 
easily handle any schedule changes. 

Ensure Traceability
iNPLAN automates the printing of labels 
for each aligner. You save time at every 
step and ensure traceability.

Create your Own Brand
With iNPLAN, your own logo appears 
on the labelling. We support you to 
be recognized as an Orthondontist, 
manufacturer of aligners.

Create your Own Brand
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Orchestrate Your Production



DIscovery Silver Gold Premium

Active  patients
per practitioner* Up to 25 Up to 150 Up to 300 >300

Compatibility

-Setup software** ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

-3D printers** ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

-Label printers     ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

iNLASE interface Not included Included Included Included

* Each licence is granted per practitioner. Licenses for assistants and tech lab are included and unlimited.
** Compatible with STL files. Contact us for more information

130 rue de Lourmel, 75015 Paris
info@orthoin3d.com 
https://www.orthoin3d.com 

Custom Made
Hone your operations
Wanting to establish your own production or to reach the highest standards of quality ?
The iNTEAM will select and implement the processes best adapted to your situation.
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